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In the 14 observations where the proportion of
vigilant seals was greater than 50%, visitors were

within 50 m of seals.
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Hauling-out is an essential pinniped behaviour where individuals
come ashore to breed, socialise, moult and rest. Repeated
disturbance during these activities can jeopardise health long-
term and subsequent survival (1).

I explored whether grey seals show an increased 'vigilance' response when more
visitors are present on the estuary's south shore. I also investigated if the distance

between humans and seals affected seal vigilance behaviour.

Methodology
Variables recorded

The Project:

A series of multiple regression analyses revealed which variables were
significant in predicting seal vigilance behaviour
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Results

Tide level

Number of

seals in group

Number of

dogs present

(south shore

only)

Location and equipment set-up on a typical

day of seal observations

Significant variables (p<0.05) 

High tides

Photo: Ythan Seal Watch

Visitors approaching seals on north shore

Human presence on the estuary's south shore is unlikely
causing disturbance to grey seals across the channel.

Conclusion

The Good news:

Number of dogs present

Behaviours

Resting seals

Vigilance behaviour

Non-significant variables (p>0.05)
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Study siteGrey Seals in Scotland

Rachel Roberts
linkedin.com/in/rachel-roberts-54b41b146

Aberdeenshire's Ythan estuary is now the largest non-
breeding haul-out site for Grey Seals (Halichoerus grypus) in

Scotland. 

The deal with Grey Seals: 

Investigating human disturbance at Scotland's
fastest growing haul-out site

E: rachelmroberts86@gmail.com

A higher proportion of seals exhibited vigilance
when tide height was between 3 to 4 m.

Without a boundary on the site's north shore to limit proximity
to resting seals, human disturbance is likely to continue.
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group
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The bad news:
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